Modeling biogeochemical dynamics in porous media: Practical considerations of pore scale variability, reaction networks, and microbial population dynamics in a sandy aquifer.
Prediction of the fate and environmental impacts of groundwater contaminants requires the identification of relevant biogeochemical processes and necessitates the macroscopic representation of microbial activity occurring at the microscale. Using a well-studied sandy aquifer environment, we evaluate the importance of pore distribution on organic matter respiration in a porous medium environment by performing spatially explicit simulations of microbial metabolism at the sub-millimeter scale. Model results using an idealized porous medium under non-biofilm forming conditions indicate that while some heterogeneity is observed for flow rates, distributions of microbes and dissolved organic substrates remain relatively homogenous at the grain scale. At the macroscale in the same environment, we assess the impact of a comprehensive reaction network description for a phenolic contaminant plume, and compare the findings to a setting describing organic matter breakdown in a coastal marine sediment. This comparison reveals the importance of reactions recycling reduced metabolites at redox interfaces, leading to a competition for oxidants. When the spatio-temporal dynamics of microbial groups are accounted for, our simulations show the importance of reaction energetics and nutrient limitations such as microbial nitrogen demands.